
Liberty Videocon General Insurance Enhances 
Customer Experience with Genesys

Businesses are searching for new ways to deliver high-quality customer experience in a world 
where customer behavior has evolved from relying on phone and IVR to using innovative 
digital channels spanning web chat, email, social media, video, and text messaging. Unlike 
other businesses, insurance is an industry where customer interaction is infrequent, so it’s 
even more crucial that every single customer interaction is valued and leads to a rapid, smooth 
resolution of the customer journey.

A partnership between Liberty Mutual Insurance (HQ: Boston, Massachusetts) and Videocon 
Industries, (HQ: Mumbai, India), Liberty Videocon General Insurance began offering a 
spectrum of insurance products in 2013. Liberty Videocon saw opportunities to improve 
customer experience, operational efficiency, and agent performance. As a growing company, 
they were looking for a cost-effective way to improve customer service delivery while scaling 
their customer experience infrastructure across 18 cities in India.

Competitive Edge through Omnichannel Customer Experience
Recognizing the importance of customer experience in their industry, Liberty Videocon 
searched for ways to improve its ability to deliver customer service as it expanded across India. 
The omnichannel customer engagement model, focused on managing customer touchpoints in 
a seamless, connected journey, stood out in their research.
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SUCCESS STORY: LIBERTY VIDEOCON GENERAL INSURANCE 

CHALLENGES
• Tough competition 

• High cost of operation 

• Inconsistent customer 
experience 

“In our process of testing, we evaluated all the major technologies with a 
fair evaluation in-house, and found Genesys to be far superior to any 
other technology.” 

Ankur Ahuja
National Head Customer Experience
Liberty Videocon 
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About Genesys

Genesys, the world’s #1 Customer 
Experience Platform, empowers 
companies to create exceptional 
omnichannel experiences, journeys 
and relationships. For over 25 
years, we have put the customer 
at the center of all we do, and we 
passionately believe that great 
customer engagement drives great 
business outcomes. Genesys is 
trusted by over 4,700 customers in 
120 countries, to orchestrate over 25 
billion contact center interactions per 
year in the cloud and on premises.

Visit us at www.genesys.com or  
call us at +1.888.436.3797

After evaluating the major technologies available, Liberty Videocon chose Genesys 
Customer Experience Platform. They determined the omnichannel engagement possible 
with Genesys, including seamless customer engagement across digital and voice 
channels, business optimization through a unified customer experience platform, and 
workforce optimization through unified administration and an omnichannel agent 
desktop, would provide a competitive edge. 

They also looked to the Genesys Customer Experience Platform to make the best use 
of resources while keeping costs in line. They were also confident the platform would 
give them the ability to scale resources quickly, effectively, and efficiently across the 
Indian subcontinent.

Steps to Seamless Customer Journeys 
Liberty Videocon implemented the Genesys Customer Experience Platform in stages. 
They started out by adding Inbound Voice and Outbound Voice, followed soon after by 
adding digital channels including email, chat, and social media. 

The Genesys Customer Experience Platform was deployed within 30 days across two 
key Liberty Videocon sites. During the process, Genesys integrated Microsoft Dynamics, 
which was already in place at the company, with the Genesys platform.

“Seamless omnichannel capabilities and fast deployment have always been a plus. Also, 
from a business continuity point of view, Genesys gives us great flexibility to set up 
multiple contact centers easily across India,” said Ankur Ahuja, National Head Customer 
Experience.

Breakthrough Improvements in First Call Resolution 
Liberty Videocon attributed its 94% breakthrough improvement in first call resolution 
(FCR) to the centralized routing by the Genesys Customer Experience Platform. It 
simplified operational processes and optimized workflow planning at the call centers. 
Operation costs fell drastically and agent efficiency improved. After three years of 
experience with the Genesys Customer Experience Platform, Liberty Videocon plans to 
continue to expand with the Genesys portfolio. 

“The Genesys range of products has helped us tremendously in achieving high first call 
resolution to the tune of 94%. We are very happy with the performance of the 
products and would be happy to engage with Genesys for other future needs,” said 
Ankur Ahuja, National Head Customer Experience. 

 

SOLUTIONS
• Inbound Voice Engagement 

• Outbound Engagement 

• Digital Engagement 

• Integration with Microsoft 
Dynamics

RESULTS
• Optimized workflow

• Reduced TCO

• Increased first call  
resolution by 94% 


